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Specifications
Host Machine Minimum Requirements

Microsoft Windows® 8, Windows Server 2012, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008R2,
Wi d
Windows
XP;
XP 2 GB off RAM
RAM; S
Storage with
i h at lleast 200 MB ffor the
h iinstallation
ll i off the
h software
f
and additional space for recorded data; display with resolution of at least 1024x768 with at
least 16-bit color depth; and USB 2.0/3.0 port and/or 100/1000BASET Ethernet. For optimal
performance, please refer to our recommended configuration in the product documentation.

Recording Memory Size

4 GB expandable to 32 GB in a single unit; expandable to 64 GB with two units

Data Rates Supported

GEAR1, GEAR2 and GEAR3 at high speed rates, G0-G7 at low-speed, low-power

Front Panel LEDs

Power, Status, Trigger, three data rate LEDs (GEAR1, GEAR2 and GEAR3) for both Upstream
and Downstream traffic, four lane LEDs (0,1,2,3) for both Upstream and Downstream traffic

Front Panel Connectors

Upstream & Downstream iPass x4 Port, SMA Ref Clock connectors for both Upstream and
Downstream traffic, SMA connectors for Trigger IN & OUT

Rear Panel Controls & Connectors

Expansion Port (for second Eclipse X34 system), Sync/Data port, 100/1000BASET Ethernet
(connection to Host Machine), USB 3.0 (alternate connection to Host Machine), DC 12V
power connector (from supplied AC-DC adapter), Power ON/OFF switch

Dimensions (W x H x D)

215 x 43 x 305 mm ((8.5” x 1.7” x 12.0”))

Weight

1.4 Kg (3.0 lbs)

Power Requirements

100-240 VAC, 50-60 Hz, 230W

Environmental

Operating: 0 to 55°C (32 to 131°F)
Non-operating: -20 to 80°C (-4 to 176°F)
Humidity: 10 to 90% non-condensing

Ordering Information
Product Description

Product Code

Eclipse X34 M-PHY Protocol Analysis Platform (licensed for x1 lane, 4 GB memory, GEAR1)……………………………MPHY-X34-AAA-X
Eclipse X34 Expansion Option for x4 Lanes…………..……………………………………………………………………… MPHY-X34-L04-A
Eclipse X34 Expansion Option for 32 GB Memory…………………………………………………………………………. MPHY-X34-M32G-A
Eclipse X34 Expansion Option GEAR1 to GEAR3……………………………………………………………………………….MPHY-X34-G03-A
Eclipse X34 Software License for M-PCIe………………...……………………………………………………………………….. MPHY-PCIE-A
Eclipse X34 SMA Cable for Multi-lead Probe Pod……………………………………………………………………… MPHY-MP-SMA001-X
Eclipse X34 Multi-lead Probe Pod……………………………………………………………………………………………… MPHY-MP-001-X
Eclipse X34 Mid-bus Probe Pod………………………………………………………………………………………………... MPHY-MID-001-X
Eclipse X34 M.2 Interposer for M-PHY Analyzer………………………………………………………………………………. MPHY-M2-001-X

1-800-909-7211
teledynelecroy.com

Local sales offices are located throughout the world.
Visit our website to find the most convenient location.
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mid bus probe was defined by
mid-bus
Teledyne LeCroy based on the
existing footprint for PCI Express,
giving developers another method to
get probing access to M-PHY

Key Features
 Find
Fi d errors fast
f t





One button error check
Fast upload speed
L
Large
trace memory
Powerful triggering/filtering

 See and understand the
traffic
ffi





Get useful information
More choices of data views
More ways to analyze data
Raw mode view

p
 Accurate data capture
 100% data capture in a small,
portable unit (only 3 lbs)
 Supports GEAR1, GEAR2 and
GEAR3 at high speed rates,
and G0-G7 at low-speed
low-power
 Captures up to four lanes of
data traffic (expandable to 8
lanes with 2 units)
 4 GB trace memory is
standard, expandable up to
32 GB (64 GB with two units)

Innovative Probing Options

The Eclipse X34 can be connected to

Probing options for the Eclipse X34 include multi-lead solderdown probe
probe, a standard mid-bus probe pad for M-PHY
(defined by Teledyne LeCroy) in addition to M.2 interposers
and standard SMA connectors.

the host by either USB 2.0/3.0 or
The Eclipse™ X34 MIPI® M-PHY®

such as multiple local, global timers

Ethernet 10/100/1000 LAN as

Protocol Analyzer builds on the

and counters allow the user

standard features
features. By connecting

expertise that Teledyne LeCroy has

advanced control to create

over a LAN, engineers can operate

developed over the years with its

sophisticated trigger sequences.

the system remotely (e.g., control an

protocol analyzers.
y
The Eclipse
p
serial p

p can time-correlate traces
The Eclipse

analyzer operating in a remote lab).

is a highly-portable and compre-

to other Teledyne LeCroy supported

Also, engineers working collabora-

hensive analysis tool to display and

protocols and buses. This multi-

tively can time-share use of a single

analyze data traffic for M-PHY. The

protocol support makes it useful to

analyzer, reducing the need for

Eclipse can capture up to 4 lanes of

help debug DDR memory and other

multiple systems, and increasing the

traffic and is configurable up to

serial protocols on low power

cost effectiveness of the product.

32 GB trace depth with a single unit.

devices.
Th Eclipse
The
E li
X34 is
i licensable
li
bl to
t

Larger trace depths can be achieved
by cascading a second unit providing

The BitTracer™ option—a raw mode

accommodate different configura-

up to 64 GB of trace depth.

recording capability that shows

tions to match user requirements

cchannel
a e information
o at o like
eb
bitt sy
symbols,
bo s,

with available budget.
budget The upward

The Eclipse can monitor, capture,

binary and 10-bit data—will help

compatibility and 13 month warranty

decode and analyze multiple trans-

describe what is happening right at

of the Eclipse provide investment

mission protocols with different bit-

the M-PHY electrical level. In

protection for current GEAR1/2/3

signaling, clocking schemes and

addition, other features such as

users who may want to upgrade to

clock rates intended for different

hierarchical displays, real-time

GEAR4 devices in the future.

bandwidth ranges (M-PHY GEAR1 to

statistics, protocol traffic summaries,

3) that can be tracked and decoded.

detailed error reports, powerful test

Th portable
The
t bl E
Eclipse
li
protocol
t
l

Two reference clocks (Rate A and B)

scripting and the ability to create

analyzer is lightweight and designed

operate at 19.2 and 26 MHz and

user-defined test reports will allow

to support multiple M-PHY interfaces

combine with 8b/10b encoding to

developers to quickly troubleshoot

such as M
M-PCIe
PCIe, Unipro,
Unipro UFS and

intricate problems and finish their

SSIC for the mobile computing

projects on time.

market. These interfaces will be

enable support for multiple protocols.
 Probing
 SMA connector probe
 Multi-lead solder-down
probe
 Mid-bus probe
 M.2 interposer

signals.

All PMW Modes G0 to G7 are

rolled out in the near future. The first

supported and displayed in the trace

The challenges of probing have been

interface supported will be M-PCIe

view. The application display is

addressed through a wide variety of

which combines a PCIe protocol

highly configurable and can be

probing connectivity options, inclu-

layer with the low power M-PHY

modified to most users debugging

ding SMA, multi-lead solder- down

physical layer bringing high-end PCIe

styles. A customizable multi-state

tapping, M.2 form factor interposer

performance and software

trigger makes it easy to discover

and a special mid-bus probe

capabilities to low power mobile

protocol issues on the bus.
bus Features

designed for M
M-PHY.
PHY The M
M-PHY
PHY

d i
devices.
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can decode
d
d

and analyze PCI Express and RRAP
protocols, display M-PHY states such
as HIBERN8, SLEEP, STALL and
BURST, and recognize, tracks and
traces on all power mode transitions.

Debug Protocols Quickly
Eclipse provides easily-readable traces using
the industry-leading CATC Trace™ colorcoded displays. Rich features such as
tooltips help engineers understand complex
traffic displays, and
powerful triggering and
filtering help to isolate and
eliminate
li i t the
th roott source off
protocol problems,
ensuring new products can
meet their time-to-market
goals.
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